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Fitbase is a pioneer in the German digital prevention industry, supplying companies and health 
insurances in Germany with online health coaches for their employees or customers. Fitbase 
engages also in R&D and develops innovative solutions to assist office workers in the future. 
 

Mobile App Developer (m/f/d)  
 

Job Description  

Currently we are working on several mobile apps to complement our successful web solutions. 
In collaboration with several health insurances, we recently started a project for stress 
prevention within caregivers through an app. Furthermore, a research project funded by the 
German Federal Ministry for Education and Research will start soon with the aim to develop an 
app-based interactive coach for healthy sleeping incl. bio-feedback through a sensor. 
 
Therefore, we are looking for an App Developer to join our international team in Hamburg (or 
remotely). As part of our developer team you will be responsible for developing and testing our 
apps using Flutter.   
 

What you will do 

 Implement new features in our existing/new Apps using Dart/Flutter while aiming at 
meeting the highest performance standards 

 Work closely together with other experienced developers, product managers and 
designers to ship new components and features 

o Framework and necessary technical features will be established together 
with the product manager 

o Work with our backend engineers to seamlessly integrate the APIs 
o UI/UX designer will provided prototypes (adobe xd) for app design 

 Continuously explore new technologies to enhance our existing apps and 
suggesting architectural improvements 

 
Requirements 

 Solid experience in mobile app development 
 Solid understanding of the full mobile development life cycle 
 Working experience with remote data via REST and JSON 
 Experience with third-party libraries and APIs  
 Experience with Android/Kotlin or native iOS (swift or Objective-C) 
 Familiarity with different design patterns and architectures 
 The ability to write cross-platform code from Flutter to Android/Kotlin 
 Experiences with ORM and SQL  
 Demonstrated problem-solving skills and the ability to work independently 
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 Understanding end-user requirements and use cases and translating them into 
a pragmatic and effective technical solution. 

 High integrity, accountability, a positive attitude 
 Fluent in German or English 

What we offer 

 interdisciplinary and international young team 
 inspiring work environment in Hamburg 
 esprit and passion of an e-health start-up 
 flexible working hours, table tennis, table soccer, joint activities 

 
Operation site: Ruckteschellweg 8a, Hamburg (or remotely) 
Type of employment: unlimited contract 
Starting date: upon consultation 
 
Please contact Johannes Heering for further information. If you are interested in joining our team, please 
send your application with CV, salary expectations und cover letter via e-mail to heering (a) fitbase.de. 

 
We are looking forward to your application! 

www.fitbase.de 
www.ergofox.me 


